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A complete menu of China Wok from Seneca covering all 18 meals and drinks can be found here on the food list.
For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about China Wok:
As I see, all reviews are very mixed here, so I am not sure if they have different cooks at different times or if I

have just had luck, the two times I have eaten in this restaurant, but I can absolutely guarantee you that this is by
far the best Chinese food in the area and I would like to hear that someone tells me a better place. The food here

tastes like it really care, everything is very fresh the hot and sour s... read more. The customers love it when
Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the China Wok from Seneca, with its

unconventional Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of traditional meets the adventurous world of fusion
cuisine, Many guests are particularly looking forward to the experience of versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. Our
wide diversity of drinks prepares the perfect for every taste, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus.
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Chicke� dishe�
CASHEW CHICKEN

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Soup
EGG DROP SOUP

HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

CHICKEN

SHRIMP

PORK MEAT

BEEF

BROCCOLI

EGG

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -10:00
Tuesday 11:00 -10:00
Wednesday 11:00 -10:00
Thursday 11:00 -10:00
Friday 11:00 -10:30
Saturday 11:00 -10:30
Sunday 11:00 -10:00
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